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MIAMI: NASA briefly lost touch this weekend with an
unmanned spacecraft on its way to a historic encounter
with Pluto, but the US space agency said yesterday the
glitch has been fixed. The communications blackout on
Saturday lasted nearly an hour and half, and perplexed sci-
entists as they tried to figure out what had gone wrong
aboard the New Horizons spacecraft nearly three billion
miles (4.9 billion kilometers) from Earth.

The mission is being closely watched by millions of space
enthusiasts because the spacecraft’s flyby of Pluto on July
14 will offer the world’s first close look at the distant dwarf
planet. “The New Horizons spacecraft experienced an anom-
aly the afternoon of July 4 that led to a loss of communica-
tion with Earth,” NASA said on its website. “Communication
has since been reestablished and the spacecraft is healthy.”

The spacecraft was pre-programmed to switch from its
main to a backup computer in the event of such a problem.
“The autopilot placed the spacecraft in ‘safe mode,’ and

commanded the backup computer to reinitiate communica-
tion with Earth. New Horizons then began to transmit
telemetry to help engineers diagnose the problem,” NASA
said.  No hardware or software problems were found.
Instead, the diagnosis was “a hard-to-detect timing flaw in
the spacecraft command sequence that occurred during an
operation to prepare for the close flyby,” the US space
agency said yesterday.

The glitch required the spacecraft to stop collecting sci-
entific data, but those operations are on track to resume
Tuesday. “I’m pleased that our mission team quickly iden-
tified the problem and assured the health of the space-
craft,” said Jim Green, NASA’s director of planetary science.
“Now-with Pluto in our s ights-we’re on the verge of
returning to normal operations and going for the gold.”
Pluto was long considered the ninth planet in the solar
system, and the farthest from the sun. It was reclassified
as a dwarf planet in 2006.— AFP 

NASA briefly lose touch with Pluto mission

NICE: A major pilot project by Europe’s largest power
network operator to integrate power from rooftop solar
panels into the grid has shown that battery storage of
renewable energy is not yet economically viable in
Europe. The conclusion is a sobering one for propo-
nents of sun and wind energy because as more of it
comes on tap, better storage will be needed to keep
the power produced when it is sunny and windy so it
can be used at other times. The 30 million euro “Nice
Grid” pilot is one of the biggest in a European Union-
backed “Grid4EU” scheme in which France’s EDF, Italy’s
Enel, Spain’s Iberdrola Czech Republic’s CEZ, Sweden’s
Vattenfall and Germany’s RWE are testing the power
grids of tomorrow.

In the Mediterranean village of Carros on the out-
skirts of Nice, EDF’s power grid unit ERDF has connect-
ed compact batteries to solar panels on rooftops and
utility-size batteries to its local power distribution net-
work. The technology works perfectly but the pilot has
shown it is still too expensive for wider rollout. “The
economic model of the batteries is not mature yet,”
Philippe Monloubou, chief executive of French grid
operator ERDF utility told Reuters.

A quarter of Europe’s power already comes from
renewables.  This may rise to 50 percent by 2030. But
the intermittent nature of solar and wind power
requires flexible grids, the ability to respond to the ups
and downs of demand and, crucially, cheaper power
storage. French company Saft, which sold the batteries
for the Nice pilot, has already installed 80 MW of battery
storage around the world, mainly in remote areas in
Canada, South America and Africa, or on islands where
they compete with expensive diesel generators as a
back-up source of power. But in Europe, they come up
against cheaper back-up power from gas-fired power
plants and large, efficient grids.

Achilles heel
In Carros, which has total solar capacity of 2.5

megawatt/hour, ERDF has connected 20 lithium-ion
batteries to rooftop solar panels. Residents themselves
have no control over the 4 KWh batteries - which are
similar to Tesla’s 7 KWh Powerwall batteries - which are
run by ERDF. ERDF has also hooked up two 100 KWh
batteries to soak up solar power of several dozen resi-
dences, two 600 KWh batteries linked to the low-volt-
age grid and one linked to the high-voltage grid, for a
total cost of under 2 million euros. Software developed
by France’s Alstom regulates the flow of power on the
Carros network, and is already widely used in other
cities and countries. But the cost of batteries is the pro-
ject’s Achilles Heel. From the Nice pilot, ERDF has
learned that battery storage in Europe costs 500 to
1,000 euros per kilowatt/hour (KWh), with an extra 30
percent for installation and the inverters that turn direct
current solar power into the alternate current used on
the grid, an ERDF official said.

At that level, battery storage would already be eco-
nomically viable in certain parts of Germany and
Denmark, where renewable energy use is most
advanced and where retail power rates, at around 30
eurocents per kilowatt/hour (KWh), are among the
highest in Europe, according to Eurostat data. But that
is not the case for France, where residential power rates
are around 17 cents per KWh, and most of Europe,
where power averages about 21 cents.  “Economical
feasibility is usually not a given in most of mainland
Europe’s grids,” acknowledged Michael Lippert, head of
Saft’s new energy storage unit.

Some analysts expect the tipping point for batteries
in Europe could come around 2020. The ERDF official
said it is hard to forecast by how much more the cost of
batteries would have to fall to become viable for grid

storage. “That is one thing we will have to evaluate at
the end of the Nice pilot,” he said. Compared to the cost
of solar panels, the cost of batteries has been slow to
fall, but as renewables become a greater part of
Europe’s energy mix, the need for technologies to over-
come the intermittency problem will also increase,
which is why Saft has set up a division for utility-scale
power storage.

Midday washing
The Nice Grid pilot has also experimented with

“demand response” systems to use discounted tariffs to
encourage citizens to use more electricity when sun-
shine is abundant and less during winter evening
demand peaks. Some 200 households signed up to let
ERDF temporarily switch off their heaters or hot water
boilers during winter evening peak consumption using
the new “Linky” smart meters which France plans to roll
out nationwide in coming years. Another 70 customers
signed up to receive an SMS warning the day before an
expected sunny day so that they can benefit from mid-
day power prices that are 33 percent lower. “I switch on
my washing machine when the sun shines,” Carros resi-
dent Lara Muzzarelli told reporters in her red-stone villa.

Around Europe, distribution system operators are
running several pilots as part of the Grid4EU scheme,
including Czech Republic’s CEZ Distribuce, which
tests Combined Heat and Power (CHP) generation
and Spain’s Iberdrola which is testing the integration
of electric vehicles into the grid. ERDF has several
pilots in France, testing the integration of different
kinds of renewable energy in rural and urban areas
and with different storage technologies. The French
government will decide in the coming year on a
wider roll-out of some of these technologies in larger
cities.— Reuters

French renewables power grid pilot 
shows limits of batteries in Europe 

Battery storage still too expensive in most of Europe

CORDOVA: Mike Geske wants a drone. Watching
a flying demonstration on Maryland’s Eastern
Shore, the Missouri farmer envisions using an
unmanned aerial vehicle to monitor the irrigation
pipes on his farm - a job he now pays three men
to do. “The savings on labor and fuel would just be
phenomenal,” Geske says, watching as a small
white drone hovers over a nearby corn field and
transmits detailed pictures of the growing stalks
to an iPad.

Nearby, farmer Chip Bowling tries his hand at
flying one of the drones. Bowling, president of the
National Corn Growers Association, says he would
like to buy one for his Maryland farm to help him
scout out which individual fields need extra spray-
ing. Another farmer, Bobby Hutchison, says he is
hoping the man he hires weekly to walk his fields
and observe his crops gets a drone, to make the
process more efficient and accurate.  “I see it very
similar to how I saw the computer when it first
started,” says Hutchison, 64. “It was a no-brainer.”

Eager for technology
The small, relatively inexpensive vehicles could

replace humans in a variety of ways around large
farms: transmitting detailed information about
crops to combines and sprayers, directing them
very precisely to problem spots and cutting down
on the amount of water and chemicals that a
farmer needs to use in those areas. The
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems
International, a trade group, says agriculture could
account for 80 percent of all commercial drone
use.  Agricultural use of drones is about to take off
after being grounded for years by the lack of fed-
eral guidelines. 

The Federal Aviation Administration has
approved more than 50 exemptions for farm-
related operations since January. Companies with

those exemptions say business has grown, helped
by quick advances in the technology. Bret Chilcott
of Kansas-based AgEagle, which sells unmanned
aerial vehicles and the software to help operate
them, says his company took its first orders last
year. Now it has a backlog of several hundred
orders. He says the technology has transformed
the market during that short period.  “Last year
users had to land their aircraft and then take the
data to the computer,” he says. 

Cannot legally fly
“Now the data appears on your iPad or hand-

held device a few minutes after flight.” That data
could be pictures, 3-D images of plants, thermal
readings of crops or animals or other observations
that a drone could make while in the air.
Information that in the past took days to collect -
or could not have been collected at all - can be
gathered now in minutes or hours and, in some
cases, integrated with separate data collected
from other high-tech farm machinery.  Chilcott is
optimistic that the technology to scout out prob-
lem spots so precisely will be transformative
because farmers can limit spraying just to those
places. “In five years we won’t have to blanket a
field with chemicals,” he says.

Still, most farmers cannot legally fly the vehi-
cles yet. The FAA is working on rules that would
allow the drones to be used regularly for busi-
ness while maintaining certain safety and priva-
cy standards. An FAA proposal this year would
allow flight of the vehicles as long as they weigh
less than 55 pounds, stay within the operator’s
sight and fly during the daytime, among other
restrictions. Operators would have to pass an
FAA test of aeronautical knowledge and a
Transportation Security Administration back-
ground check.  — AP 

LITHONIA: Photo shows a drone at a Georgia Power training complex during power
line inspection demonstration in Lithonia, Ga. — AP 

Farm use of drones to take 
off, feds loosen restrictions

PARIS: Astronomers proposed a novel explana-
tion yesterday for the strange appearance of
the comet carrying Europe’s robot probe Philae
through outer space: alien microscopic life.
Many of the frozen dust ball’s features, which
include a black crust over lakes of ice, flat-bot-
tomed craters and mega-boulders scattered on
the surface, were “consistent” with the presence
of microbes, they said.

Observations by the European Space
Agency’s Rosetta comet orbiter has shown that
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko “is not to be
seen as a deep-frozen inactive body, but sup-
ports geological processes,” Max Wallis of the
University of Cardiff said in a statement issued
by the Royal Astronomical Society (RAS). In fact,
the comet racing towards the Sun at a speed of
32.9 kilometers per second, “could be more
hospitable to micro-life than our Arctic and
Antarctic regions.”

Wallis and his colleague Chandra
Wickramasinghe of the Buckingham Centre for
Astrobiology, presented their theory Monday
to a meeting of the RAS in Llandudno, Wales.
They pointed to Rosetta’s detection of complex
organic material, which gave the comet its sur-
prisingly super-dark and low-reflecting surface,
as “evidence for life.” Furthermore,
Wickramasinghe said that 67P’s gas ejections
started “at distances from the Sun too far away
to trigger surface sublimation”. This implied that
micro-organisms under the comet’s surface
had been “building pockets of high pressure
gases that crack overlying ice and vent organic
particles,” he said by email.

Wickramasinghe also cited a rugged surface
with evidence of re-sealed cracks and displaced

boulders, and a covering of organics which
“need to be resupplied”. The observed features
“are all consistent with a mixture of ice and
organic material that consolidate under the
Sun’s warming during the comet’s orbiting in
space, when active micro-organisms can be
supported,” said the statement. Micro-organ-
isms could use liquid water to colonize the
comet  - infiltrating cracks in the ice and “snow”
during warmer periods when the cosmic wan-
derer is nearer the Sun, the duo said.

“Organisms containing anti-freeze salts are
particularly good at adapting to these condi-
tions and some could be active at temperatures
as low as minus 40 degrees Celsius (minus 40
degrees Fahrenheit).”  Sunlit areas of the comet
already approached this temperature last
September, when it was about 500 million kilo-
meters (310 million miles) from the Sun, and
emitting weak jets of gas. Comets follow ellipti-
cal orbits around the Sun, and warm as they
draw closer, causing a process of solid-to-gas
transformation called sublimation, which is
what gives them their spectacular tails.

As 67P approaches its closest point to the
Sun, about 185 million km on August 13, “the
micro-organisms should become increasingly
active,” the pair speculated. And hopefully
Rosetta and Philae will catch some of the action
live. Comets are frozen balls of dust and ice left
over from the Solar System’s formation some
4.6 billion years ago, and scientists hope that
unravelling their makeup may provide insights
into Earth’s own creation. One theory is that
they smashed into our infant planet, providing
it with precious water and the chemical build-
ing blocks for life.—AFP 

Philae’s comet may host 
alien ‘life’: astronomers

MARYLAND: Artist’s concept shows the New Horizons spacecraft as it
approaches Pluto and its three moons. New Horizons spacecraft
launched nine years ago by NASA to unravel the secrets of Pluto is now
“free way” to make a July 14, 2015 historical overview of the distant
dwarf planet, according to its original trajectory. — AFP 

MUMBAI: Move over selfie, India is embracing the
“velfie” with Bollywood stars, sporting heroes and even
politicians taking and posting videos of themselves
online using a range of new mobile apps.  From lip-
synching famous movie scenes and quizzing political
leaders to interviewing job candidates, Indian tech firms
are betting on the latest craze to grip social media-the
video selfie.

“2014 was about selfies... 2015 is for #velfies!”
screams the blurb for Velfie, a smartphone app similar to
Dubsmash where users mime songs or quotes to pre-
recorded audio before posting the clips on social net-
works.  German-developed Dubsmash has rapidly
become a global phenomenon since its launch in
November and has been downloaded more than 50
million times across 192 countries, according to its web-
site. The global craze is sweeping the Indian film indus-
try, with numerous stars entertaining legions of loyal
fans with dubbed videos which are uploaded to popular
sharing platforms Facebook and Instagram.

Actors Salman Khan and Ranveer Singh, and actress-
es Sonakshi Sinha and Richa Chadda are just some of
the Bollywood stars to have embraced it, lip-synching
everything from Hindi film dialogue to lyrics from
Western songs.  A short clip of Khan and Sinha miming
lines from a 1971 Indian movie has been liked more
than 71,000 times on Instagram, while hundreds
approved of Chadda’s turn from controversial American
hip-hop song “Baby Got Back”.  Rammohan Sundaram,
co-founder of India’s Velfie, which was launched in April,
said videos were a more entertaining way for Bollywood
royalty and other celebrities to engage with their audi-
ences.

A Twitter made of ‘velfies’ 
“A selfie is only one picture but a ‘velfie’ can speak of

emotions that you just can’t render in a single photo,”
Sundaram said. “Selfies will remain because pictures will
always be there but we’re creating a whole new space
that’s more exciting, more engaging and more social in
nature,” he added. Film star Akshay Kumar used Velfie
recently to promote his film “Gabbar is Back” by asking
fans to dub their favourite line from the movie to win a
chance to meet him. Indian cricketer Yuvraj Singh is also
a fan-his lip-synching of one of Bollywood legend
Amitabh Bachchan’s most well-known movie lines has
been liked 12,000 times on Facebook.

The app-which is free and limits videos to ten sec-
onds in length-has been downloaded 200,000 times
and is already operating in around 140 countries,
according to Sundaram. He said its pause-and-play fea-
ture and the fact many of the videos are accompanied
by subtitles differentiates it from Dubsmash. “We’ve also
made a lot of enhancement filters that make the videos
look really good,” the tech developer added. Sundaram
said Velfie plans to expand to become a “video social
network” in the coming months, essentially a Twitter-
like timeline consisting solely of video selfies. Users will
also be able to live-stream on the platform and
Sundaram hopes brands will use it to advertise, generat-
ing revenue.

Quizzing politicians
Another new Indian-based app available on Android

and iOS is Frankly.me, which allows netizens to pose
questions to celebrities, sports stars and politicians who
then answer with video selfies. Users of the app,
launched in January, are also able to vote for certain
questions to be answered, increasing the likelihood of a
response, according to co-founder Nikunj Jain who says
Frankly.me is aiding democracy in India.  In Delhi elec-
tions earlier this year, Aam Aadmi Party candidates
including leader Arvind Kejriwal fielded thousands of
queries directly from voters and then posted videos of
themselves replying.

“For the first time in the history of this country we
had a state election where candidates were using this

platform to talk directly to the electorate and people
voted based on the responses,” Jain told AFP.  He said
more than 400,000 questions have been asked and
around 30,000 have been answered so far on
Frankly.me. “Casting directors are also using it to do
auditions and companies are using it for hiring,” Jain
added.  He said that while popular video app Vine was
about “broadcasting” short videos, Frankly.me aimed
to create “rich, two-way conversation” with people
replying to each other when it was convenient for
them. “We believe that video selfies can be the primary
mode of all non-urgent communication on the inter-
net,” Jain stated. —AFP 

NOIDA: Employees of Indian technology company ‘Frankly.me’ use a phone and computer to
test their app at an office in Noida on the outskirts of New Delhi.— AFP 

When a selfie is not enough: 
India abuzz over ‘velfie’ craze


